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l. 

Inductive systems and inductive limits have by now become 

:fairly well established in the general theory of' topological 

vector spaces. It is a branch of' Functional .Analysis which 

is receiving a reasonable amount of' attention by modern 

mathematicians. It is of' course a very interesting subject 

of' its ovm accord, but is also usef'ul in solving problems 

and proving theorems which one does not suspect are intimately 

related to it. As an example we can consider the proof' of' 

the non-existence of' a countably inf'inite dimensional metris

able barrelled space. 

In section II the basic def'initions and elementary results 

will be given which are necessary for the development,o:r the 

theory which :follows. It contains no new results although I 

have had to prove most of' the statements without the help or 

existing literature in order that they f'it in the given expo

sition. 

C-convergence is def'ined and developed in the third section. 

It is probably the most self'-contained section af'ter the def'i

ni tions. The theory of' this section is not required f'or the 

latter work. Since the def'inition of' C-convergence is original 

here, so is the subsequent theory. Chapter DI :follows with a 

basic important theorem concerning the inductive limit in a 

barrelled or quasi-barrelled space. 

Section V is the most important of' the thesis. Theorem 5.3, 

which is original, was inspired by the two unproved theorems 

stated by Makarov [ 14]. A 1'vell k .. riovm theorem (theorem 5.4) 
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then follows as an easy corollary to this but the proof of 

theorem 5.3 is not a generalization of the usual proof of 

theorem 5.4. In fact the restriction of the general proof 

to the special case is more elegant and shorter than the 

conventional one. Following the theoremg an example is 

given showing that certain conditions in the statement in 

the fo1;;ing theorem cannot be dropped. The section is con

cluded with a few i~teresting obsevations. 

Bennett and Cooper state some interesting results on the 

weak topology in (3] without proofs. Section VI is concerned 

with proving some of. these, and investigating an inductive 

system which arises naturally from the existing one. 

In the paper on generalized inductive limits by Garling 

[7], it is found that theorem 5.3 of this thesis is almost 

sufficient to prove one of his basic results. In fact an 

independent proof to that involving theorem 5.3 is also 

given, as the original appears to have many gaps and some 

steps which seem almost unjustifiable. The sets he con-

structs appear not to fulfill their required purpose. 

Chapter VIII is involved with :proving an improvement 

of a theorem by Amemiya and Komura [l], which is followed 

by several interesting corollaries. The next section in-

vestigates a few particular inductive limits which are 

proved to be sequentially retractive, a concept defined by 

Floret [6]. 

In the final section, two inductive systems are in-

vestigated$ and their equivalence is considered. The ex

ample is of particular interest here as it uses many of the 
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l"esul ts developed in the thesis. 

I should like to take this opportunity to than:!:;,: my 

supervisor Dr. J.H.Webb without whose constant encourage

ment and invaluable help at a'll times this project would 

never have materialised. 
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The basic terminology is roughly that or Robertson~ A.P. 

and w. (17] or Kelley, J.L. and Namioka, I. [9]. 

Consider a linear space E as the union of an increasing 

sequence of locally convex linear topological spaces E n 

with topologies 'tn• Suppose that the injection maps 

E -+ E .1 n n....,.i. 

are continuous, i.e. that 't . 1 I .,.,, < 't • n;-..i.'.l1i n n 

~~f..~PJ~~J.£.!?:._g~g Two inductive systems E:\./Ei and Fd.JFi will 

be called ~~ui~le,Et if, given an n, there 

exists an m such that EnCFm and the inclu

sion map is continuous and, given any p, 

there exists a q such that F CE with the 
P. q 

inclusion map being continuous • 

.!L~.fj.Jli U9..!t .~·2 The il"l.c!~Y~ti ~ lll.!lAi i2P-oJg__gy: 't on E is the 

finest locally convex topology malting each 

injection jn: En-+ E continuous. 

In other words 't is the finest locally convex topology 

such that 't I;.;'\ < 't for each n. We will often i ... efer to 
J.:i n n 

E[ 't J as the inductive limit of the En( 'tn] and we will write 

It follows directly. from the above definitions that equiv-
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alent inductive systems yield the same inductive limit. 

The set of all absolutely convex subsets V of E such 

that VrlEn is a ~n-neighbourhood for each n clearly forms 

a neighbourhood base of 0 for a locally convex topology 

't' (say). We therefore have the injection 

being continuous for each n. Conversely, if each jn is 

continuous for some topolOfQT 't' then, for each 't'-neighbour-

hood u, UnEn must be a 't'n-neighbourhood. Thus~ if we let 

't' be generated by all such U, 't' is the finest locally 

convex topology making the injections continuous. This 

proves the existence of the inductive limit topology and 

gives us a frequently used characterization of its neigh-

bourhoods. 

We call an inductive sys tern .~:~!:!.<::.1 if tt n+l 1 E ='t' n. A 
n 

strict inductive limit is then the inductive limit topology 

of a strict inductive system. We now establish that the 

relativisation to En of a strict inductive limit topology 

is exactly 't' n. 

We need first the following: 

B.§.II,1.~t.!£~, Let E be a linear topological space and F a sub

space. Let U be an absolutely convex neighbour

hood in F (with the relative topology). Then 

there exists an absolutely convex neighbourhood 

V in E such that VriF c u. Let W == r ( tRfif} (the 

/ 
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absolutely convex hull ?f' U and v). Clearly UC 

WriF. 

Conversely, let x E: WriF. Therc:f'ore 

x = a:y + (1-a.)z where y € v, z € u. 

If' a.= O then x = z € u. If' a./= o, then 

1 1-a. y = -x - ~-z 
a. a. 

lx. € F since it is a subspace and similarly, a. 

h.z € F since U c F. Hence y € F, thus y €· 
a, 

FnV C U. Hence x € U and we have U = 'J'vnF. 

We there:f'ore have, :f'or any locally convex linear 

topological space E with subspace F, any abso

lutely convex neighbourhood U in F is exactly the 

restriction of' an absolutely convex neighbourhood 

in E to F. Y'/e require this proper-ty in the :f'ollow-

ing proof'. 

We know that -tn>,; IE • We therc:f'ore need only show the 
n 

reverse inclusion to prove our earlier assertion. 

Let Un be any absolutely convex neighbourhood in En 

under ,;n• We prove that there is a ,;-neighbourhood U in 

E such that UnEn= Un• The result then :f'ollows by the charac

terization given of' an inductive limit topology to prove its 

existence. 

Since '"nof-1 induces '"n on En' there exists, by our 

previous remark, an absolutely convex ,;nof-1-neighbourhood 

Un+l with Un-f.lnEn= Un• Continuing in this way, vve can 
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define for each r, an absolutely convex ~n+r-neighbourhood 

Un+r such that Un+rf\En+s= Un+s for O~s~r. The existence of 

the Un+r is a consequence of the preceding remark. 

00 '· '.· 

Let U =r~oun+r. U is clearly absolutely convex. Also, 

by our construction, Uf\En+r= Un+r' a neighbourhood of 

E for ~O and Uf\E = U nE which is a neighbourhood of E n+r m n m m 
for ~n. Hence U is a neighbourhood in E and we have proved 

our assertion. 

The following is a usof'ul characterization of the induc-

tive limit topology -r. -r is the coarsest locally convex 

topology on E such that every linear mapping T from E into 

an arbi ti'ary locally convex space F is continuous when the 

restriction TIE ~ F is continuous, for each n. 
n 

We first show that this property is satisfied by the 

inductive limit topology. Let V be any neighbourhood in 

F. Suppose each restriction Tn of T to En is continuous. 

Hence T~1 (v) is a neighbourhood in En' that is, T-1 (V)nEn 

is a neighbourhood in En for each n. Hence, by a previous 

remark, T-1 (v) is a neighbourhood and T is therefore con-

tinuous •. 

To show that -r is the coarsest topology with the given 

property, let ,; ' be any other topology such that, for any 

F, a map T:E ~ F is continuous if each of its restrictions 

is continuous. In particular then, ·we can take F to be 

E['t]. Let T be the identity map: E['t'] ~ E[-r]. Its restric-

tions arc clearly just the injections which arc continuous 

by our definition of the inductive limit topology. Hence 
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Tis continuous and therefore~<~'. Thus~ is the coarsest 

topology with the given prope1"ty. 

Common in the theory are abbreviations such as (LB)

and (LF)-spaces denoting the countable inductive limit of 

Banach (complete normed) and Frechet (complete metrisable) 

spaces respectively. 

given any sequence {xn} in 

E, there exists a sequence of scalars 

Xn> O such that X x ~ o. It is equivalent n n 

to require that {A x } be bounded. nn 

Mackey [13], on page 182, defines his first count-

ability property. If, for every sequence of bounded sets 

{Bn} in E, there exists a sequence ~n> 0 such that UXnBn 

is bounded, then E has the first contability property. If 

E has the first countability property then clearly, E is 

rotractively bounded 

In the same paper Mackey uses the cxpres_sion 11 rotractively 

boundod11 to mean something rathel" different from the above. 

His notation does not seem hovvevcr to be standard. 

~11.~or.emJf.!.!2 A metrisable topological vector space is re

tracti vely bounded. 

~]'..'~9f. By theorem 1.6.1 of Schaefer [19], there exists a 

function x ~ Jxl on I~ into R (the reals) such that 
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(1) I '>t I ~ 1 implies I A.x I ~ Ix! f'or all x in E. 

(2) lx+yl ~ lxl + lyl 

(3) lxl = 0 if' and only if' x = o. 
(4) The metric (x,y) = lx-yl generates the topol-

ogy 't. 

For any integer n > o, we have 

Jnxl = lx+x-i.x • • • n times 

~ Ix/ + Jxl + • • • + lxl n times, by (2) 

~ nlxl. 

Hence f'o1.. any A. > O we have A. = k + µ where k is a positive 

integer and O ~ µ < 1. Now 

t"-x I = lkx +µxi 

~ lkxl + lµxl by (2) 

~ klxl + µlxl by above and (2) 

~ A. Ix I. 

Suppose {xn} is any given sequence. Let 

A.. 1 if' lxil :!: 0 = ilxil ]. 

= 1 if' xi= 0 

Then IA. i xi I ~ A. i I xi I ~ 
1 f'or each i. i 

Hence A. .x. '! 
0 since I def'ines a neighbourhood base -+ 

1 1 

at O f'or the topology -r. 

We remark here that this theorem does not hold f'or 

general metrisable spaces which ar0 vector spaces but whose 

topology is not necessarily compatible with the vector space 
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structure. Consider any vector space with the discrete 

topology~. The metric d def'ined by 

d(x,y) == 1 

= 0 

if' x ~ y 

if' x = y 

def'ines the topology. Hence ~ is metrisable. However a 

sequence {x J cannot converge to o with respect to ~ unn 
less x == O f'or all n greater than some f'ixed k, and the 

n 

same can theref'ore be said of' X x f'or X > o. n n n 

~£:f:ig_ition ~6 A space E[~J is said to satisf'y !~~kel's 

£2.!!,.~i~ion gf 9onve~...a~n£_~ if' every conver

. geI).t sequence converges in the span of' 

a bounded absolutely convex subset with 

its gauge. 

Let xn~ o. Then {xnJ CB (a pounded absolutely convex 

set). Let EB= span B and pB be the semi-norm on EB with B 

as unit ball. Then if' E satisf'ies Mackey's condition of' 

convePgence, 

Kothe [12] ref'ers to the above as 11 local convergence". 

We say E has stri9_1 Mackey convergence if' f'or every 

bounded absolutely convex set A, there exists a bounded 

absolutely convex set B such that ~A== PBI A (pB being the 

semi-norm with unit ball B). If' E has strict Mackey con

vergence then E satisf'ics Mackey's condition of' convergence 
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since we can talrn f'or A the absolutely convex hull of' the 

sequence {xnj which is bounded since xn is convergent and 

E is a locally convex space. 

It will be shovm in the f'inal chapter that if' bounded 

sets are motrisable, the two properties coincide. 

froposition 2~ A space E['t'] satisf'ics Mackey's condition 

of' convergence if' and only if', given any 

convergent sequence xn-+ O, there exists 

a sequence of' scalars Xn> O tending to 

inf'inity, such that Xnxn-+ o. 

?y~o~~ Suppose, given nny convergent sequence xn-+ o, there 

exists a sequence A. > 0 with A. ~ ~ such that n n 
'X. x -+ 0 • Let nn 

Then 

B = i"{X x j nn 

' 
the closed absolutely con-

We also have p (x ) 1 
-+ o. Hence 't' satisf'ics Mackey's B n ~ A.n 

condition of' convergence. 

Now suppose '" satisf'ios Mackcy's condition of' conver-

gence. Hence there exists a B such that 

Let 

= 1 
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hence 
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pB(A. x ) -+ O, n n 

frqi?_~~~"?·~ Every motrisable linear topological space 

satisfies Mnckoy's condition of convergence. 

~J'.:<?Of. As in the proof of theorem 2.5, consider tho 

function x-+ IX/ of E into R. If xn-+ O, then 

Ix I -+ o. Let n 

Clearly then, 

theorem 2.5, 

A.n 
1 

= IJTx;;r 

=n 

A -+ ~· But again, n 

IA. x I ~ tJTxnl n n 
-+ 0. 

Hence ~xn converges to o. 

if Jxnl > 0 

if x n = o. 

as in the proof of 

The converse statement is false. Mackoy's condition of 

convergence is satisfied by <p[µ(cp,w)] which is not mctris

able. (Herc cp represents the sot of all sequences with only 

a finite number of non-zero terms, w the set of all sequ

ences nnd µ the Mackey topology.) We can in fact consider 

any strict (L.F)-space F = VFi. If Fie Fi+l with proper 

inclusion for infinitely many i's, F is not metrisable 

as is shown at the end of spction III. Howcvo1"', since 

F is sequentially retractive (see definition 2.9 and propo-
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osition 9.1) any convergent sequence {x 1 is contained in n 

and converges in one of the Fi's. Hence, since Fi is 

metrisable we can find ~1.~ ~ such that ~.x.~ 0 and F there
J. l. 

fore satisfies Mackey's condition of convergence. 

J?.ot~I!~:.:~l:.O..!L.?-~ .An inducti vc limit E = VEi is called 

~l:lQ.X.l"~:!:Cl;tJ.x rq:~.l.-:£9~1~_yq if each convergent 

sequence x ~ O is contained in some D n n 

and converges to O with respect to 

This definition was originally given in Floret [6]. 

't' • n 

Dsf.~.Y!:~~,~.9..£ ? ~J:.Q We say that E [ 't'] has a fu~n.s!9-}J'.!~n~.£.l ~..9.™-9c 

gf E.£@do£ ~c~s {Bi 1 ( i =1, 2, ••• ) if the 

Bi arc bounded and cofinal (ordering sub

sets by inclusion) for the class of all 

bounded sets. 

The following definitions are well known but are insert-

ed here for completeness. 

DQf,~JlL't:h2...1-l.-.g_~ 11 A linear topological space E is called 

(~si-) pa~rclled if every (bornivorous-) 

barrel is a neighbourhood. 

Recall that a barrel is a closed absolutely convex ab-

sorbont set and that a bornivorous set is one which absorbs 

bounded sets. Clearly therefore, every barrelled space 

is quasi-barrelled. 
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DC.:f~g~ t~r91L 2!12 A linear topological specce E is l?or11Q.

lo&i_qal if every absolutely convex borniv

orous set is a neighbourhood of o. 

Dvery bornological space is clearly quasi-barrelled. 

It is not true that every barrelled space is bornological 

and hence also, that every quasi-barrelled space is borne-

logical. One does however have relations such as E metri-

sable nnd E'[!3(E 1 ,E)] (tho strong topology) being barrelled 

implying that E' [!3(E' ,E)] is bornological. Also, every 

sequentially complete quasi-barrelled space is barrelled. 

I 

The reader will note that for two topologies ~ and µ 

on a space E, the notation µ < ~ implies that ~ is finer 

than µ but that ~ is not -necessarily strictly finer than 

µ. 
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Given some arbitrary topology ~on a space E, we know 

there is a natural way in which to define a notion of' con-

vergence. The converse problem is not as straight forward. 

In other words, what conditions must be imposed on 

sequences which we will call a-convergent (say) in order 

that they be the only and all the convergent sequences of' 

some topology C (say). Kisyiisl{i [10] showed that the foll-

ovving properties Kl-Lt. we1"e sufficient. 

Kl: If' x = x for each n, then x 9. x n n • 
K2 : If' x q, x then x 9. x. 

n nk 

K3: If' x 9. x and x 9. y then x = y. n n 

K4: If' each subsequence {x J of' tho sequence {x 1 
nk n 

has a subsubsequence rx J such that x ~ x 
~ nk. !1J: o' 

then c 
X'+X. n o 

J cj 

We now consider a convergence in a strict inductive 

1 . 't-r.' 1n::I 1m1 J}, :: v.r:.n. We can in fact consider st1"ict generalized 

inductive limits. This is discussed in more detail in 

section VII but briefly, it is the following. Given 

absolutely convex sets E whose union is the space E and n 
whose topology µ is the restriction of a locally convex n 

topology on span(E ), the generalized inductive limit topn 

ology -r is the :finest locally convex topology maldng the 

injections of' E intm E continuous. For the generalized n 

inductive limit to be of interest in functional analysis, 

the En must satisfy the following conditions. 
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( i) 2EnC En+l 

(ii) µn== µn+l IE • 
n 

Let xnQ O ir there exists an m such that {xn} C Em and 

xn...,. O in Em' that is, with respect to Em['t'JEm]. 

This convergence clearly satisries Kl-4. rr 't' is the 

inductive limit topology we have C-convergence implying 

't'-convergence. Ir the En are rundamental ror the bounded 

sets, that is, ir every 't'-bounded set is contained in 

some En' we have the reverse implication. 

D~.fi.~J;ion 3.1 The topologY Q will consist or the open 

sets U such that x .C x € U implies x € U n o n 
ror all n greater than some m. 

~<?.12.9'?1.~~on 3.? The inductive limit topology is weaker 

than c. 

Proor. Let Ube ~-open (where 't' is the inductive limit 

topology). Let 

then 

x g x € u, 
n 

't' xn...,. x e: U, 

hence there exists an N such that n>N implies 

xne: u. 
Thus U € C by the derinition or C. 

The above inclusion is in general strict. Note that 
I 
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~ is always locally convex and a linear topology neither of 

which C need be. For a counter example, see Dudley, R.M. 

[5]. 

Now that this C-convergence notion has been established 

we could consider properties such as C-boundedness, C

oompactness etc. 

~erini-V.on d~ We call a set B C-bounde£: if , given any 

sequence or scalars '>-.n converging to o, 

and {xnJ € B, )..nxnQ o. 

Note that in a topological vector space this is equiv-

alent to the usual definition of boundedness. 

Erop~o~tion~ Every C-bounded subset or J~ is contained 

Proof. We may assume without loss or generality that 

4EnC En+l • (This can be done by creating a new 

inductive system by omitting some or the En's 

thus having an equivalent inductive system.) Assume B 

is bounded but that there does not exist an m such that 

B c Em. We can therefore find a sequence xm€ B such that 

xm€ Em+].- Em. (Set theoretic subtraction.) Let '>-.n= 2-n. 

Thus 

'>-. x Q 0 
n n 

Hence there exists an m such that 

'>-. x € E n n m for all n. 
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the ref' ore Xn€ 2~ m f'or all n. 

Hence X2n€ 22~ = 4~ m m f'or all n. 

In particular then, when n=lll, 

which is a contradiction. 

Def'inition.2.!2 A sequence {xnj is C-Ca-qg__h~ if' f'or each 

pair of' increasing sequences of' integers. 

't 

If' {xnJ is C-convergent, {xnl c Em and xn~mo ('tm='t"IE ). 
m 

Hence given any nk and mk' xn - xm€ Em+l 
k k 

~ O (since 't is a linear topology), thus 

and x~- xIIlic 

x - x g o, hence {xnj is Cauchy. 
nk mk 

~.2.~~~EP 2·? Every C-Cauchy sequence is C-bouded. 

Proof'. Suppose the a-Cauchy sequence {xnJ is not contained 

in any En. Suppose also that 2E C E +1 f'or each n. n n 
Then, without loss of' generality, we may assume that 

x € E +l- E • Let n n n 

and 

Then 

Ilk= k+2 

ffiit= k. 

x - x = ~ -
nk lllic +2 

f'or all k and 

f'or some f'ixed m, by our def'inition of' a-convergence. 

Hence x .1')€ E + x • nTC- m n 
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diction. 

Hence {xn} c Em for some m. Thus {xn} is ~-Cauchy (by 

the definition of C-convergence). It is therefore ~-

bounded since ~ is a linear topology, hence it is a
bounded (by the definition of a-boundedness). 

It is clear that if each En is sequentially complete, 

the same is true of E with the topology c. In what follows 

the word 11 sequentially11 will be omitted in such notions 

as usequcntially completen, as it is obvious we are 

only interested in results derived fi•om sequences in any 

case. 

Qgfini1Jon 3-!.Z We call B C-compagl if for each sequence 

{xnl in B, there exists a subsequence 

{xn 1 such 1that xn Q x0 € B •. 
k k 

{,x. j in A, there exists a subsequence n 
{xn } which is C-Cauchy. 

k ' 

It is clear by a previous remark that C-compactness 

implies C-precompactness. 

~~9..:£9_f?.ition ~·-2 Every C-precompact set is C-bounded. 

Proof. Suppose A is C-precompact. If there does not 
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exist an m such that Ac Em one can, without loss of general

ity find a sequence {xnJ in A such that 

x € E - E 1 • n n n-

We may assume that 2E 1c E for each n. If any subn- n 
sequence {x J were a-Cauchy, we would have for, any~ 

nk 
and 1 . k 

for some fixed p. 

Let lk> p and rn. > 1 +1 .K }{ • 

Hence 

thus 

and theref orc 

Thus 

x~ ¢ Elk+l 

xrn. f: E1 + E1 
.K k k 

x f x1 + E • 
~ k p 

x - x ~ E which is a contradiction. 
.mk lk P 

Hence A c Em for some m. Therefore A is precompact 

in E [ 't ] • Hence it is -t-bounded (since 't is a linear m m 
topology and 't IE =" m) and therefore C-bounded by definition. 

. m 

Qo~ol_;L_~-2..!.10 Every C-compact set is C-bounded. 

J:roof. a-compactness implies C-precompactness which· implies 

a-boundedness. 

~efinit~on 3.11 Denote by As the C-closure of A defined 

-s r Q 1 by A = ix:3 xn€ A: xn x,. 

We must bear in mind that we are omitting the adjective 
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11 sequential 11 in this section merely ror convenience. 

R~ark-1. The C-closure or a set need not be closed. 

Let E = VEn where each En is metrisable and properly 

contained in En+l. 

Let xn £ En+l -

Suppose 

E , n 

k tends to inrinity since E n Now Yn € As since ~xn Q O as 

is metrisable, and y Q o. n 
But O j. As otherwise we could 

rind a subs o quenc e 

Hence there exists a p such that 

contradicting our choice .or xn• 

This type or construction can be found in [20], in 

the discussion of almost closed sets. From this remark it 

follows that E is not metrisable and in particular, that 

a strict (LF)-space is not metrisable. 

Note that the C-topology and the inductive limit top-

ology do not necessarily coincide but they do contain the 

same convergent sequences. Hence if a strict (LF)-space 

were metrisable we could not find a set whose sequential 

·closure was not sequent1ally oJ.osed and ,hence the same 

coua.d be said«for .the a-topology. 
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Many of the topological vector spaces one comes across 

are quasi-barrelled or even barrelled. It is for this 

reason that the following theorem is so useful. 

It is proved in more generality by De V'/ilde, M. and 

Houet, C. [4] and also by Valdivia, M. [22]. The proof 

given here is due to my supervisor Dr. Webb. 

Theorem 4.1 Let E['t"] be a quasi-barrelled space and suppose 

E =VE with En 1c E .. Suppose further that 
n - n 

the En are fundamental for the bounded sets • 

. Then E[ 't"] = lim.ind. fEn[ 't" IE ] :n€Nj .. 
n 

f.}'Q.Of • Let W be any absolutely convex subset of E 

that VifUE . n is a 't"IE -neighbourhood for each 

There exists 
n 

a 't"-neighbourhood 

WnE :,) U nE n n n 

Un in E such that 

We can in fact choose absolutely convex Un's. 

Let 

V ,_,l'"\TJ1 1 u n = ;1.' ll!ln + 2 n • 

such 

n. 

Then Vn is an absolutely convex closed neighbourhood in E. 

We have 

vnc WnEn+ tun+ tun 

= WnEn+ Un 

(since Un is absolutely convex). Therefore 
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[If' x € VnriEn then x ::: y + z where y € 7vnEn' and z € Un. 

There:f'ore z :::: x-y € E • Hence z € U nE c WnE .] Now let n n n n 

00 

v = nv • 
1 n 

V is closed and absolutely convex since each Vn is. We 

must show that V is bornivorous. 

Let B be an arbitrary bounded set in E. Then, since 

the En ore :f'undamental :f'or the bounded sets, there exists 

an m such that B c Em• 

Now WnEm is bornivorous in Em' hence there exists a 

'X.>0 such that 

Hence \B c Vn :f'or all n ~ m. 

Hence 

\BCV 
0 

C WnEm+k 

Choose 0<\ ~\ such that 
0 

:f'or l~i~m-1. 

and there:f'ore V is a bornivorous barrel. 

Thus V is a neighbourhood of' O in E[~J, since E is 

quasi-barrelled. 

But by (i) V c 2W, hence W is a neighbourhood in E. 

Thus ~ is the inductive limit topology determined by the 

En[~I~ ] • 
.!SJ n 

The proof' of' the :f'ollowing theorem is identical with 

the above if' we replace the bounded set B by a single point 
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x. It is clear then that we do not require the En to be 

:fundamental for the bounded sets. 

::£.,~J:em 4!,_g Let E[ -t] be a barrelled space and suppose 
co 

v- - VE with E' c E Then "'"" - n n n+l • 
l 

E['t] = lim.ind.{En['tlE ]J. 
n 

It is not difficult to see that with only minor alter-

ations to the proof, the theorem holds for the case where 

the E are not subspaces but absolutely convex subsets of 
n 

E. It then turns out to be a generalized inductive. limit. 

(See section VII.) 

It will be shown in section VII by a counter example, 

that we cannot drop the requirement that the E be fundan 

mental for the bounded sets in the statement of theorem 4.1. 
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BOUNTIED SETS - REGULARITY. -.~ ,..,,...,...,.,.._..~ 

In this section we are primarily interested in whether 

or not an inductive limit E = VEn is regular. By regular 

is meant, that the En are f'undamental for the bounded sets. 

Theorem 5.4 is the best lrn.ovm in the theory but is rather 

restricted. It follows as a direct corollary from theorem 

Let Ebe the inductive limit of the subspaces En whose 

union is E. Let V be an absolutely convex closed neigh-n . 

bourhood of 0 in E and suppose that ;.. V C V +l (;.. >0). n nn n n 

Consider the following properties: 

Fl: Each Vn is closed in E and v1 contains a 

non-trivial subspace of E. 

F2: Each absolutely convex ~eighbourhood Wn of 

0 in En' such that WnC Vn' is .closed in Ent:'l• 

Makarov [13] states, without proof, the following 

results, assuming one of Fl or F2 is satisfied. 

TheorEL~ 5.1 If each En is separable, then E is separable, 

and each bounded set in E is contained in 

some En• 

Theorem 2.2 If each En is normed, then each set which is 

bounded in E is contained in and bounded in 

some En· 
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In an attempt to prove one of' these theorems, the 

f'ollowing theorem wns discovered and1proved. 

!..!1£~£11L2~ Let E be the strict inductive limit of' sub

spaces En• Suppose Vn is a balanced subset of' 

En absorbing En and such that vnc Vn+l and Vn 

is closed in Vn+i• Then every bounded set B 

is contained in some En• 

Proof'. If' B <t En f'or ench n, choose xn E: B with xn in 

En+l- En (by trucing a subsequence of' the En's if' 

necessary). 

Note: Yi/e Jmow that the inductive limit is not altered if' 

a subsequence of' the E 's is taken. It remains to n 

show that the property of' Vn being closed in Vn+l 

is preserved. If' A is closed in B, and B is closed 

in c, is A closed in C? 

A closed in B <=*MB :A 

-B closed in c <=~ BnC :::: B 

Theref'ore MC = M(CnB) since ACB 

=MB 
= A <=~ A closed in c. 

Choose '°}\; .. _. o such that y = A. x E: Vn+l• Since B is n n n n 
bounded, y ... o. 

n 

I)() 

Now Ynt kVn f'or each k since u kVn= En. Since Vn is 
k=l 

closed in vn+l' . there exists a W closed in E such that n 

wnnvn+l= Vn f'or each n. Suppose Yn€ kWn f'or some k and n. 

Since yn€ kVn+l (because Vn+l is balanced), we would have 
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yn€ 1-r:.VnC En' a cont1 .. adiction, hence yn~ k\/V'n f'or each n 

and k. Furthermore kWn is closed in E, hence we cnn f'ind, 

f'or each n and k, a neighbourhood un,k of' O such that 

hence 

Let 

We have 

y t k:V + Un k• n n , 

co. 00 

u = nQ1 k~l[kVn+ un,k]. 

00 00 

UnEP = [nQ1 k~l (kVn+ un,k) ]rlEP 

since Vn is absorbent. 

Thus UnE is a neighbourhood of' O in ETI since kVn+ U 
P ~ n,k 

is a neighbourhood of' o. Hence U is a neighbourhood of' O 

f'or the strict inductive limit topology. 

Hence y does not converge to 
. In 

zero which is a contradiction. Hence B is contained in 

From this f'ollows 

:t_heorem 5.4 Let E ['t" ] be a strict inductive system with n n 

Enc En+l and.En 't"n+l-closed in En+l• Let 

E = UE and 't" the in4uctive limit topology. n 
If' B is 't"-bounded in E, then there exists 

an n such that B c E , and clearly then, B n 
is bounded in En• 
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Note that if' we adapt the proof' of' theorem 5.3 f'or the 

more restricted case of' theorem 5.4 we obtain a proof' 

which is completely dif'f'erent f'rom, and in f'act more 

elegant, than the usual one f'or theorem 5.4. 

The f'ollowing example shows that the condition that 

En be closed in En*l cannot be dropped. The example con

structed here is of u strict inductive limit E = lim.ind.En 

in which a bounded set need not be contained in uny of' the 

En's. Makarov [15] gives an example of' an (LB)-space with 

the se..me property. It is not diff'icult to show that this 

inductive limit cannot be strict. 

Suppose w = set of' all sequences. 

<p = set of' all sequences with only a 

f'inite number of' non-zero terms. 

If <J', µ and f3 represent the weak, Mackey and strong 

topologies respectively then, <J'(w,<p) = µ(w,<p) = 13(w,~) 
since w[<J'(w,~)] ·1s barrelled. It is in f'act metrisable, 

[sec the discussion of the inductive limit of' weak topol

ogies in section VI]. 

Clearly <p is properly contained in w. Let xi be chosen 

inductively such that 

xl f <p 

x2 ¢ span{x1 ,<p} 

xn t span{xn-l'xn-2'••••,x1,<pl 

where xi€ w. 
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Since cp is countable dimensional and w has unooUllltablc 

dimension, this is possible. The x1 thus chosen are ob

viously linearly independent. We can malre [xn} bounded by 

multiplying by suitable scalars ir necessary since oo[~(w,cp)] 

is metrisable and in view or theorem 2.5. 

Let F denote the span or {xnj. Hence F Cw and 

Fflcp = {oJ. Le.tt E be a· copiplement ·o:r F, that is E + F = w, 

(the direct sum) such that cp c E. (See noto.) Suppose 

En= span{F,x1 ,x2 , •••• ,xn}. (We cannot have En closed in 

En+l since cp is dense in w, there:rore ~ = E and since 

E = E :ror ench n.) n 

Since w is barrelled 

w = lim.ind.En• 

Clearly {xn} ¢ EP :ror EIOY p although {xnl is bounded. 
' ' . 

(xp+l ~ ~ since xp+l € F. Hence xp+l ~ span{E,x1 ,x2 , ... xPJ 

thus xp+l t EP.) 

Note: We show the existence o:r a suitable complement E. 

Let X be the class or all subspaces E or w such a. 

.that cp c Ea. and Ea.f\F = {OJ. Note that Xis non-

void since cp € X. Order X by inclusion. r:r Y is a 

chain in X, then VY is clearly an upper bound, 

hence by Zorn's lemma, there exists a maximal 

element E in x. Suppose E+F * w, then there exists 

an x in w with x ~ E+F. 

Consider the space E1:·span{E,xj, then E111F = 

{OJ, :ror otherwise there exists an :r € F such 

that there exists an e € E and O*~ € K with :r = 
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1 e + A.x, · hence x = A.[f-c] € E + F 9 o. contradiction. 

Clearly ~ c E1 hence E1 € X and E1~ E with proper 

inclusion which contradicts tho maximality of E. 

Hence E+F = w. 

A few rcsul ts a1"e now stated which arc a direct conse-

qucncc of the previous theorems. 

Let E = VE be barrelled and suppose that the n 

En are an expanding sequence of subspaces. 

Then, if B is bounded in E, there exists an 

n such that B C E • n 

Pr29_f'~ Clearly E = uEn• By theorem 4.2 E = lim.ind.En' 

where each E has the relative topology. This is n 

then obviously a strict inductive limit. Thus we satisfy 

the conditions of theorem 5.4 and hence BCE for some n. n 

Defini t~c:>n~~ A set B is total if', for each f' € E' 

(the continuous linear f'untionals on E), 

f' * o, there exists an x in B such that 

f'(x) * o. 

PFO£O~~o!l_~ A set B being total is equivalent to its 

span being dense in E. 

Proof'. Suppose spanB = S (say) is not dense in E. Then 

there exists an x € E and a neighbourhood U of o . 0 

such that (x
0

+ U)~S = ~· Since E is locally convex we can 
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find a convex open neighbourhood V cu. Hence (x
0

+ v)ns 

is empty and x + V is open and vvc can thercf'ore apply. the 
0 

Hahn-Bannch theorem [sec Treves [21J, page 181] to obtain 

n ~loscd hyperplane H containing S and not intersecting 

x
0

+ v. Let f' be a non-zero continuous linear f'unctional 

whose null space is H. For each x E: H, f'(x) = o. Hence 

for each x in B, f(x) = O which shows that B is not total. 

Conversely, suppose that B is not total. Hence we 

can ,f'ind a.continuous non-zero linear functional f such 

that f(x) = O for each x in B. Let N = fxlf(x) = oJ. Now 

N * E since f * O and N is closed since f' is continuous. 

Also B C N and hence span(B) c N (since N is a subspace). 

Thus span(B} C N and hence span(B) is not dense in E. 

Q.£!'_~.,lj.~r;t: ~~ (to theorem 5. 5) If E = UEn is barrelled, 

and B is a bounded total set in E, then 

t~ere exists an n such that En= E. 

~~s>~~a~~ 5.9 A barrelled space E which contains a bounded 

total set is not the union of' a strictly 

expanding sequence of closed subspaces. 

This is reminiscent of the Bairo category theorem. 

Note that a Bairo space is barrelled but that the converse 

is not necessarily true (e.g. ~[µ(~,w)]). 

Of interest in the context of fundamental sequences 

for bounded sets arc the following theorems. We need f'irst 

a lemma. 
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L~~O (Banach-Schauder) Let E and F be Frechet 

spaces and T a continuous map T: E-+F. If' 

TTE) = F and T(E) is not meagre, then T(E):F. 

P~9,._of'. See Kothe [12], page 170 theorems 12.l and 12.2. 

Theor~~.-2· ll ( Grothendieck) Let T be a continuous mapping 

of' a Frechet space E into an (LF)-space 

Proof' •. Let 

Then 

F = UF1• Then there exists an m such that 

T(E) c F and T: E-+F is continuous. m m 

But {(x,Tx): x€EJ is closed since T is continuous, hence 

Hn is closed in EXFn' so is complete since EXFn is a 

Frechet space. 

Then Pn(~) = {x€E: Tx€Fn} and UPn(Hn) = E. Since E is 

Frechet., f'or some m, Pm(Hm) is not meagre, and the 

interior of' Pm(Hm) is not empty. 

Hence 

thus by lemma 5.10 

Hence Tx € Fm f'or each x in E. Now Hm is closed in 

EXFm. But Hm .is the graph of' T. Hence, by the closed 
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graph theorem, T is continuous. 

We conclude this section with the following observations. 

Theorem !2.,~12 Let T be a bounded map of a space E into a 

space F = \JFn• Suppose that E is retractively 

bounded and F is the strict inductive limit 

of Fn and Fn is closed in Fn+l• Then there 

exists an m such that 

Pr.£.o~ Suppose, contrary to the statement, that there 

exists no m such that T(E) c Fm. Then we can 

find a sequence {xnJ c E such that 

(by taking a subsequence of the Fn's if necessary). Since 

E is retractively bounded, there exist \n> O such that 

Hence such that { "-nxnj is bounded. Thus T( ! "-nxn}) is 

bounded since T is and therefore, by theorem 5.4 we have 

T(il. x ) € F nn m for some m and all n. 

Hence in particular when n = m, 

and since T is linear and Fm a linear space, 

T(xn) € Fn for n=m contrary to the choice 
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Q2_rollarl. ~~12 Suppose T is a bounded map of' a metrisable 

space E into a strict (LF)-space F = IJFi' 

Then there exists an n such that 

T(E) C Fn• 

I,:roo~ By theorem 5.12 and theorem 2.5. 

This corollary is in f'act a weak f'orm of' theorem 5.11 

since strictness cannot be omitted f'or this method of' :proof'. 
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In this section, the weak topologies on an (LF)-space 

and its generating subspaces are examined and we find that 

they form an inductive system. It is shown that the induc

tive limit topology of the generating subspaces with the 

weal{ topologies is not necessarily the weal{ topology of the 

original (LF)-space. To show that the weak topologies on 

the generating subspaces forms an inductive system, we prove 

the following. 

If E = VE is a strict (LF)-space, n 

E is a Frechet space, then n 

<T:(E,E')I = cr(E ,E'). E n n n 

where each 

This property and the following one arc stated with

out proof in a paper by Bennett, G. and Cooper, J.B. [13]. 

In fact the proof given here is for an arbitrary strict 

inductive limit which is regular. 

J2:o~ Let Ube basic neighbourhood of O in E[cr(E,E')]. 

Hence 

the polaI' of { 

Thus 

Uf\E = {xE:E: l<x,y
1
-> l~l for each l::;;i~nlflE p p 

= {.xE:EP: l<x,y i> I~ 1 for each ~ ~ p j 

where in particular, y .£. E' since + p 
't" = p 
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Hence f'or y. € E' and 
l. p 

the polar taken in EP. Thus 

cr(E,E')IE < cr(En,E~). 
n 

Given any basic neighbourhood U of' 0 in En with the 

topology cr(En,E~), we must f'ind a neighbourhood W of' O 

in E[<r(E,E')] such that U = Wf!En. 

Let 

U = {yl,y2,. • • ,yp}o 

the polar is taken in En. 

= {xE:En: I <X,y i> I~ 1 f'or each ~ i~p}. 

By the Hahn-Banach theorem we can f'ind, f'or each i, 

a YiE E' such that Yi= yi on En• Thoref'ore 

U = tx£En: l<x,yj_>l~l f'or each ~i~p} 

= ~x£E: 1<x,y!> l~l f'or each l~i~p}nE i . n 

where W is a basic cr(E ,E' )-neighbourhood of'. O. The theorem 

is theref'ore proved. 

Theorem 6.2 Let E and the En be as in the statement of' 

theorem 6.1. If' xk~ O with respect to cr(E,E') 

then there exists an m such that {xkl C Em 

and xk~ O with respect to cr(Em,E~). 

Proof'. If' xk~ O with respect to (E,E'), then {x l is k 

<r(E,E')-bounded and hence ~-bounded. Hence, by 

theorem 5 •. 4, {xk} is contained in some En. Theref'ore by 
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By theorem 6.1, the injection maps 

are continuous and hence f'orm an inductive system. Let 

~0 be the associated inductive limit topology. Then clearly 

't'
0

> a-(E,E' ). The following example shows we con have a 

strict inequality. 

Let E = <p = set of' infinite sequences with only a 

f'inite number of' non-zoro terms. 

en= [o,o,o, .. ,1,0, ••• with the 1 occupying the 

n'th coordinate. 

Hence En is f'inite dimensional. Let E'= w =set of' 

all sequences. We can consider E'[<J(E~D)] (i.e. w[a-(w,<p)]) 

as the countable product of' copies of' R (the reals). Since 

R is complete and metrisable which are productive proper

ties (i.e. inherited by products), E'[<J(Z' ,E)] is complete 

and metrisable and hence barrelled. Bounded sets of' R 

are relatively compact and hence by Tychonof'f''s theorem, 

the same is true of' E'[a-(E' ,E)] and thus it is semi

rcf'lexive. Hence E'[<J(E' ,E)] is reflexive which implies 

that E[µ(E,E')] is ref'lexivc and theref'ore barrelled. 

Hence, since E = VEn' by theor~m 4.2, 

E[µ(E,E')] = lim.ind.E [µ(E,E')IE ]. n . n 

However, on a f'inite dimensional space, all linear 

topologies coincide, hence 
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E[µ(E,E')] = lim.ind.En[µ(E,E')IE] 
n 

= lim.ind.E [~(E,E' )IE ] 
n ·n 

But µ(E,E') * ~(E,E'). To show this, c9nsider the 

f'ollowing. Since E[µ(E,E')] is barrelled, we have 

µ( -w "''') ~(E "'') .lli '.J.;J = t"' • 1.t.:.1 • 

Let B = {eil c E'. Then Bis clearly ~(E' ,E) bounded. 

Hence B0 is a 13(E,E') neighbourhood. If' B0 were a ~(B,E') 

neighbourhood we would have 

Hence 

Thus 

°'rB = Boo 

C [a1,a2,•••1an}oo 

= r f al , a2 ' ••• ' an l . 

where ai € E' • 

But the right hand side is clearly f'inite dimensional 

which B certainly is not. Hence we have a contradiction 

and ~(E,E') * µ(E,E' ). 

This theref'ore shows that the inductive limit of' a 

sequence of' spaces with the wealc topologies need not yield 

a weak topology. 



In this chapter we are concerned primarily in simpli-

fying and reproving some of the theory given in a paper 

on "Generalized inductive limits" by Garling, D.J.H. [7]. 

His proofs are incomplete and there are certain steps 

which I'm afraid I am unable to justify. 

Recall that if we have a space E as the union of locally 

convex spaces En[~nJ, the inductive limit topology~ is 

the finest locally convex topology on E making the injec

tions in: En~ E continuous, hence ~IE < ~ for each n~ 
n n 

This situation can easily be generalized as follows. 

Consider E and E as above and let S be subsets of En. n . n 

The generalized inductive limit topology ~' on E is the 

finest locally convex topology on E making each restriction 

jn: sn~ E of in (to Sn) continuous. Although the notation 

here appears to be considerably simpler than in Garling (7], 

no generality is in fact lost. Let µn= ~nlsn• 

The conditions Garling imposes on the Sn for the theory 

to be of interest and value are as follows: 

(i) span(usn) = E. 

(ii) 2SnC Sn+l for each n~ 

(iii), µn> µn+llsn for each n. 

(iv) each Sn is absolutely convex. 

From these it follows that 
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(vi) Given G>O and ~€N, there exists an m€N 

such that SnCGSm. 

The reason we can simplify the notation is that Garling 

states that, without loss of generality, we may assume 

that his injections iG are 1-1. 

Let F = lin.span(S ). Let 't' 1 be the finest locally n n n 

convex topology on Fn making the injections i~: sn~ Fn 

continuous. Garling shows that the usual inductive limit 

of F ['t' 1 ] is in fact the same as the generalized inductive n n 
limit of Sn[µn]' (sec proposition2.2). From this it 

seems reasonable to assume that we can restrict the pre-

vious conditions to include span( Sn) = En. We are now in 

a position to prove theorem 2 of Garling's third section 

in two stages. 

!££9~em 7~1 If 't' is the generalized inductive limit 

top_ology induced by f (En''t'n,in,Sn) J (n::l,2, •• ), 

and if for each n, µn= µnl+-1 18 , 
n 

then 

~..!'~~of. We can suppose, by condition (ii), that 3Snc Sn+l• 

It is only necessary to show that, if W is a 

neighbourhood of 0 in 8
0

, in the topology induced by ~ 
0 

(i.e. µ
0

), then there is a 't'-neighbourhood U of 0 such 

that uns
0

:: W (since it makes no difference to the topol-

ogy if a finite number of the sets S. are ignored). 
J. 

Since 't' is a locally convex topology, we can find 
0 

an absolutely convex 't' -neighbourhood V say, in E such 
0 0 0 
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Since, by hypothesis, µ· I µ the same holds n S = n-1' n-1 
for the restrictions to ~s 1 since µ is the restriction n- n . 

of a linear topology -t n. Hence t.hci--e is an absolutely 

convex -t 1-neighbourhood of O in E1 , V 1 say, such that 

Hence, for each n>O, we can inductively find abso

lutely convex -t n-neighbourhoods of 0 in En' Vn say, such 

that 

(Hence in particular, vnn(2Sn_1 ) c (ivn_1 )n(2sn_1 ) by 

intersecting both sides by 2S 1 .) Now lot n-
co 

u = ·trJ ( tv. )ns. ] • 
1:;;v 1 1 

But 

iv ns c uns n n n 
for each n. 

Since Vn is a -tn~neighbourhood, tv ns is a µ -neigh-n n n 

bourhood and hence, unsn is a µn-neighbourhood for each n. 

Thus U is u neighbourhood in the generalized inductive 

limit. We also have 

00 

u c u1 = .~0 [(-!v.)ns.) 1= 1 1 

Suppose that z :::: z + 
0 zl+ . . . . + znt.. u1ns

0
, where 

z.t.. 
1 

(tv1 )nsi. Then, if' y -r- Zr+ z r+l+ ••• + Zn' we have 

y - z - (z + zl+ • • • + zr-1) € So+ So+ 81+ • • • 8r-1• r- 0 
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Since Sj+l::> 3Sj, it f'ollov\l's that yr€ 2Sr-l•. In particular, 

since zn€ tvnc Vn' 

z = y € v n2s 1c (tv 1)n2s 1• n n n n- n- n-

Vve now show by induction that· 

and 

This induction starts at n and descends. Assume the above 

two equations hold f'or r:::k, then 

Hence 

(the second term arising f'rom the induction hypothesis). 

Hence 

.But 

Thus 

by our choice of' Vk. This then completes the induction • ..... 

Then z = z
0

+ y1€ iV
0
+ iV

0
= V

0 
so that z € V

0
nS

0
C W, 

and so u1ns
0
c w, virhence uns

0
c W which shows that 't' I 8 = µ

0 
0 

since in any case 't'l 8 < µ
0

• 
0 
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!_heo..r..,q__~~ Ir the conditions or theorem 7.1 are satisried 

and ir furthe1", ror each n S is closed in n 

Sn+l' n sot B in E is -r-bounded ir and only 

ir there exists an n such that B c Sn' rind 

B is -rn-bounded in En• 

P~9..£..t.~ Suppose B is -r-bounded but not contuined in any 

Si. Then there exists a sequence {xil or points or 

B such that, ror each i, xi f s2.3i· Since B is bounded, 

-i to 0 in tho topology Also since 3SiC 3 xi converges • 

81+1' 
3-ix.~ s3i, so that the sequence {3-ixiJ is not 

1 

contained in any one Si. 

It is thererore surricicnt to show that, ir {xk} is 

a sequence or points or E, not contained in any one Si, 

then xk does not converge to O in the topology • 

It may be supposed, by choosing a subsequence or the 

{xkJ and a subsequence or the Si ir necessary, that 

Xie€ Sk and xkf Sk-l• Note that the condition that Sn be 

closed in Sn+l is preserved when passing to a subsequence 

as is proved in the proor of theorem 5.3. 

Sinc9 Sk-l is closed in Sk' there is an absolutely 

conv_ex neighbourhood or O in Ek.' Wk say, such that 

[(~~+ Wk)nsk]nsk-l is empty. In other words ~~ sk_1+ wk. 

We now choose inductively, for each p, an absolutely 

convex neighbourhood of O in Ep' VP say, in such a way 

that the following conditions are satisfied. To begin 

the induction, we can put V ~W o= 2 o• 



I 

II 

vPn3sP_1c (tvP_1)n3sP_1• 

v 1n2s 1c VJ ~w 1• p- p- p p-

Condition I is the same as in the proof' of' theorem 7.1 

and is possible f'or the same reasons ns given there. Con-

dition II is possible since W 1 is a neighbourhood in p-

E 
1 

ana. theref'oro W ~Vl/ 1 is a neighbourhood in E 1 p- p p- p-

( since µ I~ = µ 1 ). 
p .Dp-1 p-

co 

Let u1 = i~l [ ( tv 1 )nsi] as bef'ore. Let z = z0 + .z1 + •• zn 

€ s, nu where z. € ( tv. )ns.. We may assume that n>k+ 1 by 
K 1 1 1 

adding a suitable number of' zeros if' necessary. 

Then 

Yr = z - ( z + . • .. + zr-1) € Sk+ s + ••• + 8r-1 0 0 

so that 

yr€ 2Slc if' r~lc 

Yr€ 3Sk if' rdc+l 

yr€. 2Sr-l if' r>k.+l. 

Now Yn € 28 n-1 since n>k+l and we also have Zn € tvnc vn. 

Hence 

zn= Yn € vnn2sn_1c (ivn_1)n2sn-l 

and as in the proof' of' theorem 7.1, WC can show that 

and 

provided that r>k+l since we require yr€ 2Sr-i• Thus f'rom 

the second equation vm have 
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also 

therefore since 

and hence 

by I 

the ref ore 

Thus 

Yk= zk+ Yk+l 

E: ( tv1~ )nsk + tvk 

c v1\: 

so that 

(i) 

Also 

so that 

••• 

(note that this is not tru~ if k>n+l) 

hence 

the second term arises from the choice of zk-l and the 

last from ( i) '· 

= sk_1+ i[Vk_1n2sk_1 J + vkn2sk 

by II twice 
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That is, if' z € 81[\Ul' then z * ~ .. · In other words, .. 
~¢ ul, f'or any values of' k so ~~ u (where U is a neigh-

bourhood as in theorem 7.1) for any k and theref'orc cannot 

converge to o. 

It will be shown how theorem 5.3 can be applied to 

prove theorem 7. 2 in a completely dif'f'crent vvay. In f'act 

we prove only a weaker f'orm as we can only show that the 

En , and not necessarily the Sn' are fundamental for the 

bounded sets. 

In order to be able to apply theorem 5.3, we have to 

make the f'ollowing observation. 

Let 

and suppose 

't'':::'tl n E n 

E[-t' 'J = lim.ind.E ['t' ']. n n 

By definition then, -t'' is the finest locally convex 

topology on E such that 't' 'IE < -t~'. 
n 

therefore 't ' ' > -t • 

't ' ' n and 

However -t is the finest locally convex topology making 

each injection 

S [µ ) -+ E 
n n continuous. 

Hence the definition for 't is less restrictive than that 

for 't ' ' • Hence -t > 1: ' ' • Thus 

't :::'t'' 

Hence E[1:] is a strict inductive limit as required by 
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theorem 5.3. On application of the theol"'em then, we find 

any bounded B contained in some E and clearly bounded n 

in E since we have a strict inductive limit. 
n 

Let E be a non-barrelled normed space. As an example 

we could take the space of sequences with only a finite 

number of non-zero terms equipped with the supremum norm. 

Let S be a barrel in E which is not a neighbourhood. 

Suppose that E [ -r •] ::: E[ 't] f'or each n and S - 3nS. Then n n n-

(En,sn,'tn) is n generalized inductive system, and Sn is 

closed in Sn+l• Let 1:
0 

be the generalized inductive 

limit •. Now B[1:] ::: lim.ind.En['tn] obviously, since En['tn] 

is equal to E[1:] f'or each n. But 

We show this by contradiction. Suppose 't" = 't" 
0

• Thus the 

unit ball B, being 't-bounded would be 't
0
-bounded and 

hence by theorem 7.2, would be contained in some Sn• 

Thus S :::> 3-~ and theref'ore, S is a 't-neighbourhood 

contrary to its choice. Hence "C < 't with strict inclusion. 
0 

In a remark after the proof' of' theorem 4.1, it was 

stated that one could not omit the condition requiring 

the Sn to be f'undamental for the bounded sets to ensure 

that if E ::: usn is quasi-barrelled, then 

E['t] ::: lim.ind.S ['ti 8 ] 
n n 

which is obviously a generalized inductive limit. The 

above is in f'act a counter example since a normed space 

is quasi-barrelled. 
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In this section we consider a result given by Amemiya 

and Komura [l]. The proof' her•e ·involves indu.ctivc l:i:rai ts 

ns opposed to the original. It also shows how theorem 5.3 

enables us to pass f'rom absolutely convex set properties 

to those of subspaces. It is from this sort of' consider-

ation that one is tempted not to investigate too deeply 

the more general inductive limit of' subsets rather than 

subspaces. 

The theorem hero is f'or retractively bounded barrelled 

spaces v1hich are less restrictive than the originals, 

which are metrisable cJld barrelled. It has been shovm 

by Saxon, s. and Levin, M. [18], that merely barrelled 

spaces are suff'icient, however, the relative simplicity 

of' the f'ollowing proof makes it worthvvhile hero. 

We need a few preliminary theorems before the main 

theorem of' the section cBn be proved. 

±.~~~em 8.~ Let E be a barrelled and retractively bounded 

space. Then E is not expressible as a strictly 

increasing sequence of' closed absolutely 

convex nowhere dense sets. 

Assume that E = VA where A is closed, n n 
absolutely 

convex nowhere dense and AnC ~+i• Let E be n 

the span of' An. If' En= E f'or any n, ~ would be aborb- . 

ent. It is absolutely convex and closed nnd theref'orc 

a barrel, hence a neighbourhood, which is a contrndic-
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tion. Thercf'ore E1 * E. 

Hence there exists an n2 such that 

i' -
~2 , 

and inductively we can choose n so that m 

Now, by theorem 4.2, since E is barrelled 

E ::: lim. ind.E [ -t IE. ] 
nk n 

k 

(strict) 

Hence, since An is closed and contained in J\i · , ~ 
k k+l k 

absorbs E and the A nrc balanced, we satisf'y the con-
nk nk 

ditions of' theorem 5.3. 

By our choice of' nk' we can choose x €. A. .... E • 
m -J:lm nm-1 

Since E is retractively bounded, we can f'ind X such n 

that fXnxnj is bounded. Hence, by theorem 5.3, we have 

(X x I c E f'or some k. 
~ m nk 

.. 
Hence Xk+l~+l €En ., 

k 

~.fl€ En which is a contradiction. 
k 

thus 

Theor~J:!l. 8.~ If' E is barrelled, and F is a subspace of' 

f'inite codimension, then F is barrelled. 

~....!. Without loss of' generality we can clearly nssume 

that codim.F = 1. Let U be- a barrel in F. Consider 

u, the closure in E. We have two cases. 

If' U c F, then U = u, since U is closed in F. Let 
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' x
0 

be chosen so that 

hence x
0 
~ F 

suppose 

V ::: {x+\x
0

: xEU, I 7'.I ~lJ. 

Then V is absolutely convex obviously. It is thercf'ore 

a barrel if' we can show that it is absorbent and closed. 

Let x E E 

then 

x = Y + µxo where y E F. 

Hence y E a.U since U is absorbent in F, thus x E 

sup(a.,µ)V. Since the addition of' a closed and a compact 

sot is closed, V is a barrel in E. Hence V is a neigh-

bourhood of' O in E and VriF = u, thus U is a neighbourhood 

of' o in F. 

Now suppose U <t F. Then U is a barrel in E. That 

U is absolutely convex and closed is obvious. 

Let x € E 

then 

x = y + µxo 

where XO€ u - F and y € F, hence y € a.U f'or a. suf'f'iciently 

large and µx
0

€ a.U. Thus x € 2a.u. Hence U is a barrel in 

E and thercf'ore a neighbourhood of' O in E. But UnF = u, 
hence U is a neighbourhood of' 0 in F which shows that F 

is barrelled. 

This proof' was originally given by Komura, Y. (11]. 
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We now have the meons to prove the mo.in theorem of' 

this section. The proof' given here f'ollows the original 

quite closely. 

The~r9m 8.] A subspace G
0 

of' countable codimension of' a 

barrelled rctractively bounded space G is 

also barl"elled. 

Assume G is not barrelled. 
0 

Then thero exists on 

absolutely convex closed absorbent nowhere dense 

subset V of' G
0

• Let V be the closure of V in G. Denote 

by H the linear subspace generated by v. 

If' the codimension of H were f'inite, H would be 

barrelled by theorem 8.2. Hence it f'ollows that we would 

have a contradiction since V would then be a neighbourhood 

of' 0 in H. This cannot be since then Vf\G
0

: V would be 

a neighbourhood of' 0 in G
0

• Honco the codimcnsion of.' H 

must bo inf.'initc. 

Let {xnj be a countable number of' clements of' G, such 

that G is spanned by G and f x J. By an inductive con-o n 

struction we get a sequ0nce {i\i} of.' subsets of' G, such 

that 11.1 = V, and J~+l is the absolutely convex hull of' 

.f~ and xn• Each .i~ is closed and also nowhel'"'C dense f'or 

othcr·vvise, Jln would be a neighbourhood and V = .J.~f\G0 
would then be a neighbourhood in G

0 
which would contra-, 

diet its choice. 

But G = ~ which then contradicts theorem 8.1. 

Hence G
0 

is a barrelled space. 
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The value of' theorem 8.1 can also be seen in the proof' 

of' the the f'ollowing theorem. 

Theorem 8.4 J. .. l"'ctra.ctivcly bounded space has no closed 
-....~ ....... ,,,,. .•. ,-r-~-J.,...,, ... .-, ~~" 

subspaces of' countably inf'inite codimcnsion. 

,;e:r;:oof'. Suppose, to tho contrary, that G is a closed 
0 

subspace of' G of' countably inf'inito codimcnsion. 
m 

Choose linearly independent mod G
0 

fxij (i.e. ZAixi€ G
0 1 

implies A
1
.= 0 f'or each i) such that fG ,x.} spans G. 

. 0 1 

Let 

and 

{closed) 

Clearly XnC Xn+l and G = VXn. By theorem 8.1 there 

exists an n such that Xn contains an intcr-ior point. 

Hence Xn= G contradicting the linear independence of' the 

xi. Hence G has no closed subspaces of' countably inf'inite 

codimension • 

.Q._or2l,l~r.:y~ There does not exist a countably inf'initc 

dimensional rotractively bounded barrelled 

space. 

Pr22f.· Directly f'rom the above since f oj is a closed 

subspace assuming E is Hausdorf'f'. 

C~ollary 8.6 The existence of' a countably inf'inite dimen

sional motrisable barrelled space is f'alse. 
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~r~ From corollary 8.5 o.nd theorem 2.5. 

Bauer, W.R. and Benner, R.H. prove this in [2] for a 

Banach space without the use of category theory. It is 

however only with difficulty that one can show that a 

Banach space is barrelled without the use of category 

theory. 

We give now an alternative direct proof of corollary 

Suppose E is barrelled, metrisable and countably 

infinite dimensional. Lot fxil be a base for B (i=l,2, •• ). 

Lot 

E = {OJ 0 

and 

then 

.,,n 
-CJ ' 

Each En is finite dimensional, hence homeomorphic to 

the ouclidian n dimensional space and thoroforo com-

plcto. Since E is barrelled, we have by theorem 4.2 that 

E: is the strict inductive limit of tho En's. Therefore E 

is complete. 

Each En is nowhere dense in E since En does not absorb 

E for any n. Thus E is of tho first category (i.e. meagre). 

We would therefore have a contradiction to the Bairo 

category theorem 9.4 of Kelley and Nrunioka [9]. 
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Recall definition 2.9 which states that an inductive 

limit E = vr:1 is sequentially retractivc if each convergent 

't' sequence xn~ O is contained in some En and converges with 

rospoct to 't'n• 

Floret states without proof in (6] that tho following 

three propositions hold. 

f ... r.9J2.2!l.i.~£~--~~1 Strictly generated (LF)-spaccs are scquen-

tially retractivc. 

Pr2~<?f~ Lot E = UEi where each 1\ is a Frechet space and 

i: I Since E is complete, it is nE i='t' l• n- n- n 

cloed in En+l• Thus by theorem 5.4, any bounded sot B 

in E is contained in some En' hence in particular any 

convergent sequence is contained in some En and clearly 

converges with respect to i;n since i;IE = i;n• 
n 

~OJ?..9.~JJ~1.9..ll ... 2~_g Sequentially complete (I..&F)-spaces satis

fying Mackey's condition of convergence 

arc sequentially retractive. 

f..£9of~ If E is an (LF)-space, then given an absolutely 

convex bounded and sequentially complete sot i~, 

there exists an m such that A c E and A is bounded in 
m 

E • m For a proof of this property, 
' 

228, section 19, theorem 5.5. 

see Kothe [12] page 
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Now let x ... O in E. Since Mackcy's condition of 
n 

convergence is sntisficd, we can find f....n ... ~ such thnt 

hence B = r( { f.... x } ) is n n 

absolutely convex, sequentially complete and bounded. 

Ronco, by our previous remnrlc ther"e exists an m such that 

B c Em and B is bounded 'in Em, thus 

hence 

~ ("- x ) ... 0 
n n n 

x ... 0 
n 

in E m 

in E m 

Thus E is sequentially rctractive. 

fLO.J2.£.~J-~J.9J?·--~2.-..3. Bornologici:1.l scq_ucntially complete spaces 

in ·which there exists a fundamental 

sequence of bounded sets and sntisf'ying 

Mackey's condition of convergence arc 

sequentially retractive (LB)-spaces. 

J:ro~C?,.f. By Schaefer [ 19], theorem 8 .4, :E is the countable 

inducti vc limit of Banach spaces, thus J:.G is an 

(LB)-spacc. To show that JI; is sequentially rctractive, 

consider e.ny sequence xn converging to 0 in E. Then there 

exists a sequence f.... n such that ~nxn ... O since E satis-

fies Maclcey' s condition of convergence. Hence f f....nxnj 

is contained in some clement B of.the fundamental sequence 

of bounded sets. Therefore f~ x j c EB (tho span of B). n n 

But B is bounded in ~[~BJ since it is its unit ball. 



Hence, 

hence 

since 1 
-+ O 

A.n 
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x ... 0 n 

Thus E is sequentially retractive. 

in E 
B 
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EQUIVALENT )~TDUC!f:VE SYSTEMS. 

Suppose E['t"] is a bornological space with a fundamental 

sequence of closed absolutely convex bounded sets fBnj. 

Let 

On En we have two natural topologies, namely 

and 

v = norm topology with unit ball B • n n 

Clearly 't"n< vn for each n since Bn is 't"n-bounded. We 

·have thus 

1(1) E['t"] = lim.ind.En[vn] since Eis bornologica.l 

and has a fundamental sequence of bounded 

sets (sec [19] theorem 8.5). 

( 2) E[ -r J = lim. ind.En [ -rn] since E is quasi-barrelled 

and has a fundamental sequence of bounded sets 

by theorem 4.1. 

It seems reasonable therefore to ask the question: 

are these two inductive systems equivalent? We know that 

for any n, the injection map 

E[v]-+E('t] n n n n 

is continuous since 't" < v • However we also require, for n n 

each n, the existence of an m ~ n such that the injection 
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is also continuous. In other words, for each n, can we 

find an m such that 

v IE == 't" CZ m ·: n n 

The answer to this question in general is no. A counter 

example follows later. 

By our choice of En' the inductive system (2) is 

clearly sequentially retractive. For case (1) we know 

that if E[-i-] satisfies Mackey's condition of convergence, 

E is sequentially retractive. It is clear that if case (1) 

is sequentially retractive, each convergent sequence is 

contained in one of the~ 's and converges to zero with -n 

respect to vn which shows that E satisfies Mackey's 

condition of convergence. 

Hence, if we can find a space satisfying the above 

conditions but which does not satisfy Mackey's condition 

of convergence, case (1) is not sequentially retractive 

as opposed to (2) and the systems cannot be equivalent • 

. Is there such a space? The answer is in the affir-

mative. 
/ 

Let E be a Frechet-Montel space. Hence in par-

ticular E is barrelled and every bounded set is relatively 

compact. Now E'[~(E',E)] is reflexive and therefore 

barrelled (sec Treves [19] page 376). It also has a 

f'undamental sequence of bounded sets since we can take 

the polars of a countable number of neighbourhoods since 

Eis metrisable. By theorem 6.6 of Schaefer, E'[~(E' ,E)] 
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is bornological. Hence we have a suitable cxrunple if we 

crui find a Frechet-Montel space which does not satisfy 

Mackey's condition of convergence. 

Grothendieck shows in proposition 17 of [8] that a 
, 

Frcchet-Montel space satisfying Mackey's condition of' 

convergence is a Frechct-Schwartz space and vice-versa. 

However, on page 118 he states the existence of a Frechet-

Mantel space which is not quasi-normable and hence not 

Schwartz. Thus this space cannot satisfy Mackey's con-

dition of convergence. 

Thero is however still an open question. If E[~J is 

bornological, has a fundamental seg_uence of bounded sets 

and satifies Mackcy's condition of convergence, are the 

systems equivalent? I'm afraid I have been unable to 

resolve this question. If' however we add the property that 

bounded sets arc metrisable, the question is resolved if 

we consider the generalized inductive systems as the foll-

owing remarlcs demonstrate. 

In a topological vector space, neighbourhoods of the 

origin arc sufficient to describe the topology on the 

whole space. The same is true also for absolutely convex 

sets, namely: 

If J'.('lfl. is a base at O in l .. (.l~, A absolutely convex) 

then { (x+B)Ni.: B€fl.j is a base at x in L.. For a related 

result see [17] page 102 lemma 1. 
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We prove now a lemma due to Grothendieclt. The proof' 

given here is an adaptation of' a proof' given by Matagne 

[16]. 

L<?...~ .. 1JLt..! Let A be an absolutely convex set in a locally 

convex space E. Suppose -r is a topology on E 

which is mctrisable on A. 

of' topologies on E. Then, 

Let 't' be n sequence n 

if' :f'or each 

sequence fxnl' xn€ A such that xn~ x there 
't' 

exists an m such that xn-+mx, we have 

(on io.) 

£>£gof'. Let blc be u base of' absolutely convex -r I A-neigh

bourhoods at O in L.. (By the previous remark we 

need not consider bases at arbitrary points x in I ... ) It 

can be chosen countably since -r is metrisable on L.. We 

can further suppose that bkC bk-l f'or each k. 

Suppose {Bn} is a base of' absolutely convex neighbour

hoods of' 0 f'or the topology 't" j-,. 'Ne want to show that n J:i. 

there exists an n such that f'or each a, we can find an 

integer k(a) such that 

We prove this by contradiction. The converse states 

thnt, f'or each n, there exists an an such that B~n does 

not contain any of' the bk. 

In this case, f'or each n, we can construct a sequence 

fx1:1} such that 
1 
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for each 1. (Set 

theoretic subtraction.) 

By construction, the sequence {x~l converges to O 

in 1~ with respect to 't' but does not converge to O with 

respect to -i; n. 

From this countably infinite number of sequences, we 

vYill construct a new sequence, converging to O in J .. vi.Ti th 

respect to 't' but which does not converge to O with respect 

to any of the 't' n. This will contradict the hypothesis and 

the lemma will then be proved. 

Let n1 be the smallest integer such that 
.... 

for all ~n1 • 

Let n2 be the smallest integer such that 

Clearly n~n1 since b2c b1 • Similarly, in genernl, let 

n be the smallest integer such that m 

• • • ~n • m Construct a sequence 

in the following way. We ta'tce first the elements 

in their order. 

We continue by adding 

1 1 . 1 2 2 
xn 'xn + 1 ' • • • • 'xn -1 'xn ' • • • • ' xn -1 

2 2 3 2 3 

and similarly ii.re add 
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and nt the m'th stage, we add 

X
l 1 . 2 2 . 
n ' • • 'xn -· -1 ' xn ' • • 'xn -1 ' • • ' • • ' m m+l m m+l 

m m 
• ' xn ' • ' xn -1 • m m+l 

This sequence converges to O with respect to 't' since, 

if' we take any basic 't'-noighbourhood b , all the terms p 
added af'tcr the p-t.h stage (as above) are elements of' bp. 

On the other hand, each sequence !x~ J, except f'or a 

f'inite number of' terms in each case, is contained in the 

new sequence. consequently, the new sequence does not 

converge to 0 with respect to any 't' n' f'or otherwise the 

subsequence {x~j, k>n k must converge with respect to 

't which n is contrary to the choice of' {x~}. 

Let E have a f'undamontal system of' bounded sets, be 

bornological and have the property that each bounded set 

is metrisable. Then if' D satisf'ies Mackey's condition of 

convergence then E also has strict Maclccy convergence. 

Lot 't be the topology of E and "'n the norm topology 

of' En= spnn(Bn) (where {Bn} is tho f'undarncntal sequence 

of' bounded sets). If' A is an absolutely convex metrisable 

bounded set, since E satisf'ies Mackey's 

condition of' convergence, there exists an m such that 
't' 

xn~mx. Hence, by lemma 10.1, there exists nn m such 

that -t I , = -t I , • Hence we have strict Mackey convergence m J::.. J.-.. 

on I •• 



If' we ta.lee A to be one of' the bounded sets B we n' 
have the f'ollowing. 

Let Ebe a bornological locally convex space with a 

f'undamental sequence of' bounded sets fBnj. Suppose f'urther 

that the bounded sets of' E are metrisable and E satisf'ies 

Mackey's condition of' converagence. If', as bcf'ore, vn 

represents the norm topology on En= span(Bn) with unit ball 

B and ~l = ~ , then the generalized inductive systems n E n n 
(En,Bn,vn) and (En,Bn,~n) arc equivalent. 
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